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Abstract. Runtime Software Modification (RSM) is one of software modification that can be used for both
positive and negative purposes. Positive RSM (PRSM) is the legal software modification used for changing
dynamic software architecture to improve its functions while they are running on different environments. On
the contrary, Negative RSM (NRSM) is illegal software modification used for software piracy or software
attack. We propose a method called “Restricted System Calls Analysing” (RSCA) for evaluating the PRSM
and NRSM. The RSCA is a method for detecting running software modification by analysing the restricted
system calls calling. We categorise the restricted system calls into three groups: other-process modifies
system calls, self-modification system calls and encouraged modification system calls. We evaluate the
PRSM and NRSM by analysing the relationship among three kinds of restricted system calls. Our RSCA
method can efficiently and safely detect the NRSM without fault negative result.
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1. Introduction
The software modification could be a major problem in the software security field. Software
modification can be categorised into two groups: Static Software Modification (SSM) and Runtime Software
Modification (RSM).
The SSM focuses on the modifications on file-system rather than memory system. The modification will
perform on an executable file and a configuration file. The SSM is normally used by a virus or static file
hacker. Examples of the SSM protections include Metamorphic Software Protection [1] and Obfuscation [2]
methods. Additionally, the SSM detection is intrusion detection via static analysis [3] method. However,
both of the SSM protection and detection cannot work properly in the runtime state. While software is
running, it has to convert all protected code to the normal runnable code. Thus, every software symbol can be
readable and be directly modified in that state. On the contrary, the RSM focuses on the running software
being called by process or task. Since the running software is on memory, the RSM will interact with
memory rather than the file-system.
In general, the RSM has a negative meaning because most of software modifications have been used for
the software piracy and system attack purpose. But some dynamic software architectures [4][5][6][7] were
designed to modify their structure while it is running to adapt themselves to different situations. This type of
RSM called Positive RSM (PRSM). We assume the PRSM is a normal behaviour because it is a basic
concept that software is able to modify its structure by itself.
We distinguish another type of RSM as Negative RSM (NRSM) which is the software modification that
this paper is focusing on. The NRSM is the illegal software modification used for software piracy or system
attack purpose. Examples of NRSM include Buffer overflow [8] and Software parasite [9]. The Buffer
overflow attacks the running software's stack via vulnerable functions that may be introduced to the software
itself or on shared libraries. The examples of buffer overflow protection are StackGuard [10] and SecureBit

[11]. The parasite software modifies the running software via common shared library vulnerability such as
the ld command shared library that was mapped to process with the same memory address [12].
There are a large number of runtime software security researches that focus on software protection such
as LIDS [13] and rootkits detection [14][15][16] which are the methods for protecting operating system from
the unauthorised usage. In addition, kernel memory protection [17] is the method for protecting the memory
using the W^X [18] algorithm. The system protection method is a one-way protection. It is designed to
enable the system to be stronger but it cannot guarantee that the system cannot be modified. If the
modification occurs, how it can be detected.
The efficient and easy method for detecting RSMD is software’s integrity value checking [19][20]. The
integrity value can check software modification accurately. However, the integrity value can be pinned out
by hacker and it is necessary to pay for the software footprint and overhead. The other interesting RSMD
method is the Host-based Intrusion Detection System (HIDS) [21][22] which proposed many solutions for
protecting, detecting and correcting the running system from misuse applications. There are many methods
were proposed in HIDS such as the running software behaviour logging [23][24][25], anomaly software
detection [26][27][28] and system calls sequence analysis [29][30] which our proposed method is based on.
These kinds of RSMD methods focus on system intrusion detection rather than software modification
detection. These methods are efficient but time-consuming to compile the statistics of running software.
We use the Linux OS [31] as a platform for software development because Linux is an open source OS
that a user can customise any requirements as needed. Kprobes [35] is a system-call probing tool that was
embedded into kernel to assist the developer tracking the behaviour of running process. Since we are not so
familiar with the logic/methods of data retrieval and filtering of Kprobes, we choose SystemTap [36] as a
tool for implementing our RSCA method.
All RSMD methods that we reviewed have the advantage and disadvantage but none focuses on the
PRSM and NRSM. We propose the RSCA method that not only detects the RSM but also can separate the
PRSM and NRSM by analysing relationship among “Restricted system calls” callings of all running
processes. Our RSCA method is simple and has low effect to operating system performance in which the
results is shown in the Experiments and Results section.

2. RSCA Method
2.1. The Restricted System Calls
All restricted system calls that can lead to the runtime software modification. The RSCA method will
specifically be focuses on these system calls. We categorise restricted system calls into three groups. First,
other-process modifies system calls which we shortly name it to “OM”. Second, the self-modification system
calls which we call “SM” and the last one is encouraged modification system calls which we call “EM”.
The OM system calls are system calls that any process (caller process) used for either controlling or
modifying another process (target process). “ptrace” system call is used for debugging the running processes.
Attacker can use this ptrace system call to attack the target process such as the software parasite [9].
The SM system calls are system calls that caller process uses to modify its structures, such as “mremap”
and “munmap”. They are used to adjust the process's memory map for process's memory allocating or deallocating purposes. These SM system calls always lead to PRSM by default.
The EM system calls do not modify the running process's contents directly, but it can increase the chance
for modification of running processes. In this paper, we only warn users about the modification chance that
may be occurred. We plan to implement the memory contents modification detection in future work.

2.2. RSCA Overview
Fig. 1 shows the overview of the proposed RSCA method that can be separated into four parts. Part A is
“Restricted System Calls Monitoring” used for monitoring and filtering the restricted system calls calling
from running processes. If a running process calls to some restricted system calls, the RSCA will categorise
that call and pass it to the related parts. Part B is OM system calls analysing which will response to the
system calls that can modify other processes. Part C is SM system calls analysing. This part not only

responses to the self-modification system calls but also analyses the PRMS and NRSM of caller processes.
Part D is EM system calls analysing. This part is used for warning a chance of modification that may be
occurred. The detail of each part implementation will be explained in the next subsection.
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Fig. 1: RSCA approach overview

2.3. RSCA Algorithm
NRSM analysing is a key of the proposed RSCA method. The NRSM will be occurred in case of the OM
system calls are called and the target process of the OM system calls is modified. If process's contents are
changed without any OM system calls calling, the RSCA will evaluate it as PRSM.
We can separate the algorithm into four parts which is equivalent to RSCA overview in Fig. 1. The
major responsibility of Part A is to capture all system calls usage which is information needed for the
following parts. Part B is OM system calls filtering and managing. If there is a process calls to OM system
calls, the RSCA will keep the target process ID in Target list in which Part C will use for NRSM evaluating.
Part C is SM system calls filtering and analysing part. This part uses information in the Target List and
in the process that calls to SM system calls for evaluating the NRSM. If the caller process is already in
Target list, this means it is modified by other processes and RSCA will report the NRSM is founded. On
contrary, if the caller process is not in the Target list, this means the caller process modifies itself and RSCA
will report that the PRSM is founded.
The final part is Part D. This part is EM system calls filtering and analysing. The EM system calls do not
directly modify any information of running processes but it increases a chance for modification. Thus, RSCA
will issue warning about these system calls calling.

3. Experiments and Results
After the RSCA method is implemented, two activities are subsequently performed. First one is how to
test the proposed method and the latter is how the proposed method affects the operating system performance.
Thus, in the experiments section, we will present both of the RSCA testing and the effect to operating system
performance.

3.1. Software modification simulation
Before we launch the RSCA, we have to specify the method to simulate the RSM first. We choose the
“Software parasite” [9] for testing the NRSM detection. The software parasite is the method that other
process can modify the other process by using the shared library vulnerability. More information on parasite
software usage and the parasite software preparing steps can be found in [9].

3.2. RSCA Test case
We start by testing the NRSM and PRSM detections. We use the parasite software to simulate NRSM.
The test steps can be done by launch the RSCA script then run the parasite software to infect the most used
software one by one and monitor the reporting result.

3.3. RSCA Test Result

We experiment by infecting software parasite into the most frequently used software such as OpenOffice,
Gnome-terminal and Mozilla-firefox etc. We found only the Gnome-terminal that does not calls to any
Restricted System Calls while executing. The RSCA can detect all parasite infected software, except the
Mozilla-firefox and Google-chrome browsers which are not infected by parasite because they do not use the
specific common library of kernel while running.
The overall result indicates that the RSCA approach can distinguishes the NRSM and PRSM well
without fault negative (FN) results. We encounter some unexpected fault positive (FP) results in case of the
Integrated Development Environment (IDE) Software such as Netbeans [32] and QT Designer [33]. The
RSCA evaluates the debugged software as NRSM.

3.4. Performance evaluation
All software security methods have to be paid with some performance of running system. To prove the
proposed RSCA performance, we use the “Load testing” [34] method to evaluate the effect of the proposed
method to the operating system's performance. We implement the load testing to perform the common
function usage such as memory allocation/free, arithmetic calculation and the function call/return. The
performance is evaluated by comparing the same test software result on the operating system with RSCA and
the system with no RSCA. The result shows that our RSCA method decreases the overall performance of
operating system by approximately 7%.

4. Conclusions and Future Work
In short, we can conclude that the proposed RSCA method is a simple method for the runtime software
modification detection by using only system calls calling information. The RSCA is easy to use (only run
single script), easy to add the other software modification patterns by adding only SystemTap probe. There is
no need to modify any part of running software. It is safe and has little effect to system performance.
The proposed RSCA method has limited application. Currently, we can only detect the modification of
“Software parasite” and “Self modification”. We cannot detect the other special runtime modification
method, for instance, a buffer overflow or process's memory contents modification. In our next research, we
will simulate other runtime software modifications and implement a new detection method.
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